Regular Members:

Daniel A. Harrington  
Assistant Professor  
Diagnostic and Biomedical Sciences  
UTHHealth School of Dentistry  
Ph.D., Northwestern University, 2004  
Research interests: tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, biomaterials, hydrogels, 3D models, salivary glands, cancer models

Balveen Kaur  
Professor  
Neurosurgery  
UTHHealth McGovern Medical School  
Ph.D., Emory University, 1999  
Research interests: cancer, tumor biology, cancer therapy, oncolytic virus, tumor immunology, inflammation, infection, brain tumors, glioma, angiogenesis, tumor micro environment, extracellular matrix, biological therapy, nanotherapy

Ann H. Klopp  
Associate Professor  
Radiation Oncology  
MD Anderson Cancer Center  
M.D., Medical College of Wisconsin, 2003  
Ph.D., Medical College of Wisconsin, 2002  
Research interests: radiation oncology, gynecologic oncology, cervical cancer, ovarian cancer, adipose tissue biology, microbiome, immunotherapy

Chai-An Mao  
Assistant Professor  
Ophthalmology and Visual Science  
UTHHealth McGovern Medical School  
Ph.D., MD Anderson UTHealth Graduate School, 1996  
Research interests: developmental biology, gene regulatory networks in neural retina development, transcription regulation of retina ganglion cell differentiation, transcription regulation of mitochondria biogenesis in retina, mouse genetics, animal models for ocular diseases, embryonic and retina stem cells

Mark D. Pagel  
Professor  
Cancer Systems Imaging  
MD Anderson Cancer Center  
Ph.D., University of California-Berkeley, 1993  
Research interests: cancer imaging, molecular imaging
**Hsiming Wang**
Assistant Professor  
Center for Human Genetics  
Institute for Molecular Medicine  
UTHealth McGovern Medical School  
Ph.D., Washington University-St. Louis, 2012  
**Research interests:** functional genomics, molecular genetics, gene regulation, quantitative biology

**Associate Members:**

**Paul E. Schulz**
Professor  
Neurology  
UTHealth McGovern Medical School  
M.D., Boston University, 1984  
**Research interests:** neurology, neuropsychiatry, cellular neurophysiology

**Congjun Wang**
Assistant Professor  
Radiation Physics  
MD Anderson Cancer Center  
Ph.D., Ohio University, 1993  
**Research interests:** radiation therapy, stereotactic body radiation therapy/surgery, image registration, image-guided radiotherapy, total skin irradiation, total body irradiation, external beam calibration